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Osborne Thomas and JSS – in partnership 
 
London, UK: Osborne Thomas and JSS are delighted to share our innovative new partnership. Fairly unique in the executive 
search market we have recognised that whilst our customers may be looking to work with one executive recruiter the reality is 
they on occasion need the collective resources of two. Through having access to both our organisations we can provide our 
customers with the significantly increased specialist expertise, networks and resources they seek when it comes to a 
comprehensively exhaustive and market leading service delivery model. 
 
Our relationship stems from belief within both of our businesses that no one executive recruiter can necessarily offer all of the 
solutions to all of the recruitment challenges currently being faced within the public services sectors. Our collective priority 
being to ensure successful role fulfilments time and time again, this collaboration increases our ability to support our customers 
– whether for niche singular roles or volume assignments. We both bring extensive track records of successful recruitment 
across multiple Public Sector and Not-For-Profit organisations including Central and Local Government, Education, the NHS and 
Private Healthcare, Membership Bodies, Charity sector and Housing; we are preferred suppliers to many of them.  
 
We would also like to highlight that we are fully accessible – whether directly or through our places on major frameworks such 
as CCS, LGRP/YPO, and ESPO. 
 
Julie Osborne, Managing Director of Osborne Thomas said “we have always been an organisation very committed to joined up 
working having recognised that we cannot deliver upon each and every customer requirement – as much as we have wanted to. 
This unique partnership provides a much wider open door for our customers and their full requirements.” 
 
Adrian Watts, Public Sector and NFP Director at JSS said “we knew from very early in our discussions with Osborne Thomas that 
there was a shared ethos across our two organisations; one that puts our customers’ priorities at the forefront of our 
recruitment solutions, creating a bespoke and original approach that best serves their needs. By working together, our 
customers are able to draw on the full resources of two market leading recruiters, and the best of both worlds.” 
 
For more information, or to have an informal discussion, you can contact either Kate Wilson, Osborne Thomas via 
kate@osbornethomas.org or 07768 885564, or Adrian Watts via Adrian.watts@jss-publicservices.com or 07816290865. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


